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Imagine if there was a way to ensure your website appeared on the first page of search engine 
results when people searched for keywords relevant to your business.

You could write an ad and it would only be shown to people who had expressed an interest in the 
product or service you offer and you would only pay a fee (cost-per-click or CPC) each time someone 
actually clicks on your ad and sends a visitor to your site.

That’s how paid search works, in a nutshell. PPC (pay-per-click) is the standard payment model.

1// What is paid search?

Paid search ads are those listings that appear at the 
top of search engine results pages (SERPs), marked 
as ads or ‘sponsored results’.

PPC P A I D  
S E A R C H

D I S P L A Y
A D V E R T I S I N G

P A I D
S O C I A L

There are three main types 
of online advertising that 
use the PPC pricing model - 
this eBook focuses on paid 
search:
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What’s in it for my business?

It’s win-win for you and your potential customers; you drive highly targeted traffic to your website, while they 
get to see ads that are most relevant to their needs or requirements. 

This gives you greater control over your presence on SERPs than a reliance on organic search results alone. 
In fact, spend on paid search has overtaken that of traditional SEO techniques in recent years, according 
to Forrester Research, as device usage fragmentation and Google’s algorithm updates has made organic 
traction more difficult to achieve (although most businesses find that using a combination of both is the 
most effective strategy). 

Paid search campaigns are quick to implement, easy to track or amend and have the potential to yield 
immediate results - from a range of options including standard text only ads through to shopping results..

Google AdWords

Paid search is also a lucrative generator of revenue for search 
engines - the biggest is, of course, Google, with 83% of UK market 
share (Statista, July 2017) and as a result Google AdWords is the 
best known PPC platform.

Bing Ads

The only other real paid search contender and is slowly gaining 
more market share. However, this means less competition and 
therefore comparatively lower CPCs. 
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Is paid search right for my business?

This depends on what you want to achieve - so begin by defining your goals. Once you are clear about what 
you want to get out of a campaign, you can begin researching keywords, estimating cost & return and setting 
KPIs (key performance indicators).

Paid search can help businesses achieve a variety of goals, as set out in more detail below. But it’s not all 
about getting people to click on your ad - if you want a respectable conversion rate, you also need to put 
careful thought into what they see when they arrive on your landing page.

2 // Business goals
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Generate leads - your ads appear when people are actively searching for the products and services your 
business offers. You need to ensure you send searchers to a landing page containing content that is specific 
to their search and includes a clear call-to-action such as a callback request form, email subscription form, 
and/or a downloadable brochure.

How will you measure performance? In this scenario, your target may be to generate
100 leads at a CPA (cost per acquisition) of £10 per lead.

Generate revenue & profit - your ads appear when people are looking for a product or service you sell, or 
searching for a need or solution that one of your products could fulfil. Here, it’s important that your landing 
page includes relevant products - remember to emphasise the benefits they offer, rather than simply listing 
features.

In terms of KPIs, you might have a target to get 200 sales at a ROAS (return on ad spend)
of £5 revenue for every £1 spent.

Brand exposure & awareness - your ads promote your brand to a highly relevant audience, with the 
potential to increase traffic to your site. It’s vital here that your ads are creative enough to engage people 
with your brand - the content on your landing page should reinforce this message and encourage people to 
interact further.

Success should also be measured simply in terms of impressions - with the campaign running on a CPM 
basis, attempting to get as many (relevant) eyes on your ad as possible.

£
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3// Campaign structure
Paid search campaigns are built around your business goals, split by category or business area. To start a 
campaign, you need to create an account with your chosen search network, ie, Google AdWords or Bing Ads. 

Each campaign contains ad groups - a way of organising keywords that are closely related, or ‘themed’, and 
pairing these with relevant ads. Ad groups should contain no more than 20 keywords and 3 ads.

Yoursocks.comAccount:

Ad Groups:

Campaign:

Keywords:

Football SocksCotton Socks

Socks

football socks
cheap football socks

buy football socks

black cotton socks
yellow cotton socks

cotton socks
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Ad formats

Your ads can consist of text only, or can include images or video. The ad formats available to you depend on 
the type of campaign you choose - there’s more detail about campaign settings later on in this eBook.

Quality Score is a 1 to 10 metric used by Google to measure the quality of your ads 
and the landing pages they trigger. This will influence your ad rank and CPC.

Creating campaigns and ad groups relating to specific products or services and that also mirror your 
website’s structure, makes it simpler to create ads that link directly to a relevant area on your site. This in 
turn will help you gain a higher Quality Score, getting you lower relative CPC.
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One of the biggest advantages of paid search is the control it gives you over your advertising 
message and spend. It’s important to focus on the keywords that best suit your business goals, 
without paying more than necessary.

Selecting keywords

There are various tools available to take the guesswork out of choosing your first keywords. To make the most 
of your budget, you must strike a balance between which keywords are most relevant to your business and 
what potential customers are actually searching for.

Achieving this balance doesn’t always have to be a matter of trial and error. You can use the AdWords Keyword 
Planner to research your keywords, the tool will also estimate how keywords may perform in terms of traffic 
and cost.

4// Keywords
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Also consider using words that could indicate intent, for example, ‘buy’, ‘cheap’ and ‘sale’ have a purchasing 
intent while ‘sample’ and ‘review’ have a research intent.

However, continually monitoring the performance of your keywords in a live campaign and finetuning your 
keyword lists allows you to focus your spending on the ones that yield the best results.

Using generic keywords (for example, ‘socks’) means your ad will reach a larger number of people, but may 
mean it appears to users who are still researching and not yet ready to buy. More specific keywords will help 
you to target a more qualified audience.

Long tail keywords are longer, highly specific, unique phrases (for example, ‘buy yellow socks’) that allow you 
to target people with greater purchasing intent, boosting the chances of conversion. Another advantage of 
long tail keywords is that there’s likely to be less competition for them, bringing down the cost of your bids.

K E Y W O R D  S T R A T E G Y ,  V O L U M E ,  C O S T  &  C O M P E T I T I O N

GENERIC 
KEYWORDS
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5// Match types
For each keyword, you set a match type to control how closely that keyword needs to match 
someone’s search term in order to trigger your ad.

Broad match - has the greatest traffic potential, but is the least effective at targeting, so this isn’t an option 
we’d recommend. 

Broad match + modifier - your ad will show only when someone’s search contains the words within 
your keyword, or close variations of the words (close variations can include synonyms, abbreviations and 
misspellings). 

Phrase match - your ad will show only when someone searches for a term that contains the keyword within 
the phrase, with or without additional words before or after it, as well as close variations.

Exact match - your ad will show only when someone searches for your exact keyword, or close variations.

Example keywords Could appear in a search for...

Broad match yellow socks yellow christmas stockings

Broad match + modifier +yellow +socks socks in yellow

Phrase match “yellow socks” buy yellow socks

Exact match [yellow socks] yellow socks
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6// Writing ad text
You’ve selected your keywords and match types - now you need to put careful thought into 
actually creating your ads.

Writing effective paid search ads requires constant revisions and experimentation.

Here are our top tips:

1. Create very specific ad groups - ensure each ad group within your campaign contains tightly-
themed keywords, perhaps focusing on a single product or service, so that your ads appear more 
relevant to customers.

2. Emphasise ad relevancy - include your main keywords in your ad text, particularly in the headline, 

to emphasise to potential customers how your ad is relevant to their search.
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Here’s an example of a well-written ad that gives a great user experience to someone searching for 
‘football socks’:

Headline x2 - 30 characters each
Path x2 - 15 characters each
Description - 90 characters total

Display URL: www.yourfootballsocks.com
Landing page: www.yoursocks.com/all-football-socks.html

Display URL: www.yoursocks.com/football
Landing page: www.yoursocks.com/all-football-socks.html

Not allowed as the URLs don’t match

However, this would be allowed

3. Use a strong call-to-action (CTA) - give potential customers a reason to click your ad and help 
them understand what they can do once they reach your landing page. 

4. Ensure consistency between ads & landing pages - the content of each landing page should 
follow logically from the ad that triggers it, giving users a consistent message.

5. Leverage your display URL - the domain name of the website shown in your ad (the display URL) 
must match the domain name of your landing page. However, anything that comes after / can be 
used to indicate the relevancy of your landing page for example:
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7// Targeting & campaign settings
So you have a list of keywords and have created your ads - now you need to decide who, where and when 
you’re going to show them. You can use your settings to target a specific audience and tweak them at any 
time to improve a campaign’s performance.

Selecting where your ad appears

You can select the specific ‘networks’, or combination of networks, that your paid ads will be shown in.

If you select ‘search network’, your ad will appear in the search engine results pages, as well as any of its 
related search sites. For AdWords, this would mean Google’s search engine including Google Shopping and 
Google Maps and also its search partners’ results, for example, AOL and Ask Jeeves.

You also have the option to select ‘display network’ (also known as ‘content network’). This falls outside the 
realm of paid search, so is not covered in this eBook. 
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The default network setting is ‘Search Network with Display Select’. We recommend 
changing this to ‘Search Network only’ in order to focus on your paid search campaigns.

You can also target your campaign by:

• Specific location and language

• Specific days of the week or time of the day (known as ad scheduling)

• Device (ie, choose whether your ad appears to mobile users)

• Demographics such as age and gender.

• Previous site interactions (whether and how searcher has previously interacted with your site.
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8// Tracking

How many people are clicking on your ad (your CTR)? What are they doing when they get to your 
website’s landing page - are they buying, downloading your app, filling in a form?

One of the biggest advantages of paid search is the ability to track the progress and success of your 
campaigns. This allows you to then maximise the return on your investment (ROI).

By tracking these conversions, you’ll know which ads, keywords and campaigns are the most successful. 
This will help you invest more wisely in the best ones and ultimately, boost your ROI.

Make sure your campaigns have conversion tracking setup, otherwise you are effectively spending money 
in the dark.

Google Tag Manager is a free tool that allows marketers to easily add and remove 
tracking code to websites whenever they want. It only requires developer input once, 

after its set up you can avoid the bottleneck of relying on other teams or agencies.
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9// Bidding
Once you’ve selected your keywords, you need to decide the maximum you are willing to pay for each 
click and set a bid, taking into account your budget and the potential value of each click to your business. 
Popular keywords and those with a lot of competition from other advertisers will require a higher bid.

Your bid ultimately determines not only how much each click will cost (your CPC); it is also a deciding factor 
in where your ad will be ranked on search engine results pages:

Don’t be too preoccupied with ranking number 1 - aim to achieve a position that 
meets your business goals.

YOUR MAXIMUM CPC (BID)      QUALITY SCORE      YOUR AD RANK
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10// Introduction to optimisation
In this eBook we have only touched upon three variable aspects of paid search:

• Keywords & bidding
• Creating ads
• Targeting & settings

These are all areas that you can influence and optimise to improve the performance of your campaigns and 
this is something we’ll cover in our eBook - A Guide to Paid Search Optimisation.

Remember, clearly defined goals and accurate tracking are 
the key to paid search success.

http://www.click.co.uk/resources/ebooks/guide-paid-search-optimisation/?utm_source=Guide%20to%20Paid%20Search&utm_medium=eBook%20Click&utm_content=Paid%20Search%20Optimisation&utm_campaign=Simple%20Guide%20to%20Paid%20Search
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11//  Glossary of digital terms
Ad group - the way in which your keywords are organised within your paid search campaign.

Campaign - the way in which you structure your account (set your budget and targeting) in order to meet 
your business goals and maximise your return on investment.

Click - when someone selects your paid search ad and ‘clicks’ through to your website.

Conversion - when someone clicks on your ad and takes action on your website as a result, for example, 
makes a purchase or subscribes to your mailing list; the nature of the conversion depends on your business 
and your goals.

Conversion rate - the average number of conversions resulting from each click on your ad, expressed as a 
percentage.

CPA (cost-per-acquisition) – the number of conversions divided by cost.

CPC (cost-per-click) - the actual price you pay for every click on your ad as part of your Paid Search 
campaign. 

CTR (click-through-rate) – the number of clicks divided by the number of impressions. 

Impression - when an ad is displayed.

Impression share - the proportion of impressions your ad receives out of the estimated number of 
impressions your keywords make you eligible to receive, ie, how often your ad is shown.

Keywords - the words or phrases you bid on in order for your ads to appear in search results when 
someone performs a search that’s relevant to your business. Your whole paid search campaign hinges on 
the effectiveness of your keywords.
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KPIs – key performance indicators.

Quality Score - a 1 to 10 metric used by Google to measure the quality of your ads and the landing pages 
they trigger and which will influence your page rank and CPC (cost-per-click).

Landing page - the first page that people see when they click on your ad; the quality of your landing page is 
crucial to your conversion rate.

Negative keywords – you can set a negative keyword to tell a search engine what searches you don’t want 
your ads to appear for, as a way of filtering out unwanted clicks.

Organic search - results generated naturally by a search engine because of their relevance to the terms 
someone searches for, as opposed to paid search ads. Tactics used to maximise a site’s chances of 
appearing in organic search results are known as search engine optimisation (SEO) techniques. See our 
eBook A Simple Guide to Organic Search (SEO).

PPC (pay-per-click) - a model of paid search advertising that drives targeted traffic for a small fee ‘per click’ 
based on the popularity of your chosen keywords.

ROAS (return on ad spend) - a key performance indicator of paid search, representing the revenue you 
earn against what you’ve spent on your campaign.

ROI - the return on investment you get for your paid search campaign.

SERPs - search engine results pages.

http://www.click.co.uk/resources/ebooks/simple-guide-seo/?utm_source=Guide%20to%20Paid%20Search&utm_medium=eBook%20Click&utm_content=Guide%20to%20Organic%20Search&utm_campaign=Simple%20Guide%20to%20Paid%20Search
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Google Investor Relations 2014 Financial Tables
Available:
investor.google.com/financial/tables.html

Statista leading search engines October 2014
Available:
www.statista.com/statistics/280269/market-share-held-by-search-engines-in-the-united-kingdom/
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ABOUT US
Located in North West England, Click Consult is a multi award-winning search marketing agency with a focus on organic (SEO) and paid search (PPC), 
with over 70 professionals employed and with a portfolio of over 60 clients from across the UK, Europe, Americas and Australia.

Click was named Best Digital Agency in 2017, adding to its long list of other awards and accolades, and also ranks within both RAR’s and Econsultancy’s 
‘Top 100 Digital Agencies’, and Prolific North’s ‘Top 50 Digital Agencies’.

Specialized in:

Shopping adsDisplay adsMobile adsSearch ads Video ads

Follow us on Google+, Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn, or to find out what Click Consult can do for you, call:

0845 205 0292

OUR ACCREDITATIONS

OUR AWARDS

OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Blog
Click Consult regularly posts actionable insights on its blog – 
dealing with all aspects of search marketing. From technical 
SEO to PPC, content marketing and Analytics advice, the Click 
Consult blog has something for everyone of any ability.

eBooks
Click Consult produces in depth eBooks on aspects of 
search marketing on a regular basis, dealing with the latest 
best practices, changes to standard practices, methods of 
improvement and more.

Infographics
Sometimes what you need is a quick point of reference about 
complex subjects. Thanks to its team of highly talented 
designers, Click Consult is also able to distil its vast experience 
into easy to understand visual content.

Get in touch with us today
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